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More than 30 hypnotic designs form delightful distractions for dedicated colorists. The full-page

patterns feature stars, geometric motifs, and other interlocking shapes that create eye-popping

optical illusions and three-dimensional effects. Pages are perforated and printed on one side only

for easy removal and display. Specially designed for experienced colorists, Tessellation Patterns

and other Creative HavenÂ® adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and

artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.
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My husband bought me this book as a gift one day. I really love it. It gets my mind going. I Love this

book! I have loved all of my creative haven coloring books I have. They are all one sided pages so i

can color with marker. I tend to take my pages out and color with a piece of cardstock underneath of

it to catch my color bleed through. I highly recommend these books and do to anyone that is looking

into getting into coloring.



I just got this in the mail. I got three books in two days, so I dont know when I'll have a chance to

begin, but for now, at least, color me happy.

I love to buy packs of gel pens and a few coloring books for myself, because patterns like this are

very calming for my anxiety issues.This book definitely fulfills that need. I haven't found issues with

the patterns yet--you know how sometimes, it seems like they forgot to draw in a line or something

and you don't know how to color it in? Haven't found any of those in this book yet, but I've only

colored 4 pages so far.

Buy some markers (I use only Crayola) and buy this coloring book. Its a lot of fun (no batteries

needed).

Great book with interesting patterns. I really liked the fact that there was a pattern on one side of the

paper and the page behind it was blank. Works so much better that way. When patterns are back to

back, sometimes they run through the paper and messes up the next pattern. Good Job!

I've really be enjoying this coloring book along with a few others I bought for our family for

Christmas an excellent tool for expressing color theory and explaining color mapping to the kids.

Much better than your average comic strip coloring books!

For someone who finds coloring relaxing and fun, this is a great book, one of the best I've had! It

has very intricate designs and none of the blank spaces and whispy designs in other books. You

won't be disappointed!

I have really enjoyed this coloring book. I have finally finished all of the pages, and am looking

forward to the next. The designs in this book are great for adult coloring fans who like a challenge

but aren't into overly hard, impossible pictures. Creative Haven also has some of the best coloring

page paper I have found - crisp white, good lines on the copy, printed only on one side, and easy to

tear out.
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